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Vector Tuning is registered and operates in the capital city of 
Germany, Berlin and sells products through VR Tuning-Power UG.

Vector Tuning develops and distributes electronic modules for the 
purpose of engine tuning industry. We have customers in every 
continent in the world which is proof that our products passed their 
exam in all possible conditions.

We are on the market since 1997 and our years of experience and 
investment in the guarantee that we are your good "Know-How" 
choice!

Some of the features of our system:

Ÿ New generation of microcontrollers STM32 ™ 32-bit MCU family, 
ARM, ®Cortex®-M

Ÿ Plug & drive method of installation with original connectors Bosch, 
Kostal, FEP, Hirschmann, FCI

Ÿ Compatibility with systems BOSCH, SIEMENS, DELPHI, DENSO
Ÿ The warranty on the Vector Tuning products

About The 
Company
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https://vector-tuning.com/vector-tuning/


Certificate ISO 9001:2015

VR Tuning-Power UG has established and maintains a quality management system 
according to the ISO 9001 standard. We have the certificate for optimization and 
specification of data parameters for use in the field of engine and chip tuning on 
engines.
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Our Products



Tuning Powerbox Modul W KeyPad PLUS is designed for all 
types of engines and can manage multiple sensors simultaneously. 
A special feature of this model is the keypad which enables you to 
choose up to 4 different program strengths - Power, Sport, Economy, 
OFF. Each of 3 active programs (Power, Sport, Economy) can be fine 
adjusted in 7 levels. Additional PLUS feature is dynamic adjust of 
tuning level dependable of engine revs where applicable. 

Specially designed for your car, Tuning Powerbox Modul W KeyPad 
PLUS enables more acceleration, greater engine power, more driving 
dynamics, and reduces fuel consumption depending on your driving 
mode. For all this reasons, you'll get to enjoy driving so much more 
with the Tuning Powerbox Modul W KeyPad PLUS.

We offer you the possibility of remapping (reprogramming or 
reflashing) for our W Keypad Plus Tuning Box so you can use 
it for your next vehicle.
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Tuning Powerbox 
Modul W KeyPad PLUS

https://vector-tuning.com/shop/tuning-box/tuning-powerbox-modul-w-keypad-plus


Microcontroller
Microcontroller Automotive ATmega AVR generation. They are 
used in the auto industry and provides high performance and 
safe operation during the execution of the given process.

Made in Germany
We invest in the future and development. Every day 
we work to improve the quality of our products, which 
proves our DEKRA Certification ISO9001.

Keypad
Keypad with several performance levels allows you 
to have customized driving setup you want; Economy, 
Sport, Power, OFF.

Vector App
Connect your mobile device via Bluetooth with your 
Tuning Module and change tuning programs with 
a simple screen touch.

Plug & Drive
Easy and quick Plug & Drive powerbox module installation 
with original automotive FCI cables BOSCH, DENSO, SIEMENS, 
DELPHI, without additional technical knowledge.

Fuel Saving
You can reduce fuel consumption on some vehicles up to 20% 
depending on the module and its configuration.

More Power
The increase of power up to 30% with a better acceleration 
of the vehicle.

Higher Torque
The increase of torque up to 30% with a better acceleration 
of the vehicle.

Driving Fun
With tuning powerbox module you'll get more power and more 
dynamics which means more fun!

Installation instructions
Installation instructions are included with each delivery. 
All components are easy to install.
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Tuning Powerbox 
Modul W KeyPad PLUS



The Drive Booster Throttle Pedal Module is a device that 
intercepts the signal between the accelerator pedal and the engine 
management. It takes the signal from the Throttle Pedal and outputs 
a modified signal to the engine management. It's also known in some 
countries as wind booster, pedal box, pedal responder, idrive, 
electronic throttle controller, etc. 

Benefits include faster engine response, elimination of throttle delay, 
better performance and the ability to unleash the true potential of 
the engine. In other words, Drive Booster Module eliminates throttle 
lag and increases throttle pedal response, but the torque output of 
your vehicle will not change. 

It's not about more power, but rather that your engine will sooner 
realise the power it already has - without any delay, and all that 
with our Vector Tuning Drive Booster!

There are 3 active programs, ,  and ,  POWER SPORT ECO
for all styles of driving.
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https://vector-tuning.com/shop/tuning-box/drive-booster


Fuel Saving
You can reduce fuel consumption on some vehicles 
up to 20% depending on the module and its configuration.

Made in Germany
We invest in the future and development. Every day 
we work to improve the quality of our products, which 
proves our DEKRA Certification ISO9001.

Plug & Drive
Easy and quick Plug & Drive powerbox module installation 
with original automotive FCI cables BOSCH, DENSO, SIEMENS, 
DELPHI, without additional technical knowledge.

Better Acceleration
Up to 10% better acceleration of the vehicle.

Driving Fun
With Drive Booster Throttle Module you'll get more dynamics 
which means more fun!

Installation instructions
Installation instructions are included with each delivery. 
All components are easy to install.
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With our you can manage your Tuning Module with Vector App 
your Smartphone via Bluetooth from inside of your vehicle, without 
unnecessary opening the motor cover.

You can choose your driving profile that will bring you the most from 
your vehicle.

Application is available for both Android and iOS operating system! 
Vector Tuning Bluetooth is available with our W  and KeyPad PLUS
W  modules.KeyPad SENT

Features of our app:

Ÿ Direct connection to the Tuning Module via Bluetooth
Ÿ Easy selection between 3 active programs - Sport, Power, Economy
Ÿ Switch off the Tuning Module via Standard program
Ÿ Fine tuning within the selected program
Ÿ Adjust the activation time of the Module after the engine warms up
Ÿ Direct Link to Customer Service
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Vector Tuning 
Bluetooth App

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.tuneup.vectortuning
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/vectortuning/id1449610475
https://vector-tuning.com/shop/tuning-box/vector-tuning-bt-app
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Vector Module 
Remapping

Vector Tuning modules are easy to install and can be used in almost 
all modern diesel and turbo charged petrol engines and vehicles. They 
can also be easily configured and reprogrammed to fit any vehicle.

Ÿ , we offer the possibility of reprogramming our For our customers
Vector Tuning module. In case you change your vehicle, you can 
contact us to arrange the reprogramming of your tuning module and 
possible cable replacement to make our device fit your new vehicle, 
without the need to purchase a new device.

 
Ÿ we offer full support in the form of a programming For our dealers 

device and tuning program so that you can independently configure 
Vector Tuning modules, or edit tuning file configurations. Unlike our 
tuning competition, our tuning programmer is open for modifications 
and allows you the access to our devices at any time and 
programming them according to the wishes of each individual 
customer. In case the customer wants some changes compared to the 
standard configuration, it is possible to do it using our programmer, 
without the need to contact us so that we need to send you a new 
configuration.

We also offer the possibility to  for Vector access configuration files
Tuning modules, cable types and user instructions for all tunable cars 
via dealers server after establishing firm business relationship.

https://vector-tuning.com/shop/tuning-box/vector-module-remapping


Information:      Support:
info@vector-tuning.com   support@vector-tuning.com

VR Tuning-Power UG
Heerstraße 339, 13593 Berlin  |  Tel.: +49 30 549 08 335  |  Fax: +49 30 362 89 379

vector-tuning.com

https://www.facebook.com/VectorTuning/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/vector-tuning/
https://twitter.com/TuningVector/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqnkLCTSGovXIYM5j2dzvdQ
https://www.instagram.com/vectortuning/



